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ATTENTION:
OBSERVE PRECAUTIONS FOR HANDLING ELECTROSTATIC DEVICES

Removal/Installation of Major Assemblies FORCE Radion Countertop/Fun Zone JR.
Power Supply Removal
1. Turn off and unplug the game.
2. Unlock and open the rear door.
3. Remove the screw securing the strain relief cord to the rear door, if necessary.
4. If applicable, loosen the captive screw securing the modem assembly to the game (see Figure
7), and remove the modem assembly from the game.
5. Loosen the captive screw securing the power supply assembly to the game (see Figure 8). (If
necessary, free the cables from the cable clamp on the motherboard; these cables may be
blocking the power supply. See Figure 7.) Unplug the power cord from the power supply and
remove the power supply from the game as much as possible. Disconnect the 10-pin connector harness from the back of the power supply and remove the assembly from the game completely. See Figure 8.
6. Remove the 4 screws securing the power supply to the power supply mounting bracket (3 are
located near the power inlet and 1 is near the 10-pin harness. See Figure 9. Separate the power
supply from its mounting bracket, and set this power supply aside.

Power Supply Installation
1. Place the new power supply in the power supply mounting bracket in the same manner as the
old power supply. Secure the supply to the mounting bracket with the same 4 screws. See
Figure 9.
2. Connect the 10-pin connector harness from the new power supply to its mating connector. See
Figure 8. Insert the power supply assembly in the game, making sure that the tabs on the
bottom of the bracket fit securely into their mating slots (you may have to press on the bracket
until it snaps into place). Secure the power supply assembly to the game by tightening the
captive screw. Plug the power cord into the power inlet on the new power supply. See Figure 8.
3. Replace the cables in the clamp on the motherboard (if applicable). See Figure 7. If applicable,
replace the modem assembly in the game, making sure that the 2 tabs on the bracket fit
securely in their mating slots. Secure by tightening the captive screw. See Figure 7.
4. Replace the screw securing the strain relief cord to the rear door, if applicable.
5. Close and lock the rear door.
6. Plug in and turn on the game.
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FIGURE 7 - MODEM IN GAME
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FIGURE 8 - POWER SUPPLY IN GAME
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FIGURE 9 - POWER SUPPLY AND MOUNTING BRACKET
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